
 

Sea and Be Seen in the 2019 Lands’ End Swim Collection  
Lands’ End has been designing quality swimwear that suits every body for decades. Here’s a look at the 

core collections that comprise this year’s assortment of stylish, comfortable, and figure-flattering 

designs. Shop the full collection at Lands’ End. 

 

Beach Living®  

This thoughtfully designed collection makes it easy to build a fashionable swim wardrobe for every body. 
From style to size, coverage to color and pattern, the unique mix and match aspect of this collection 
allows you to create a look that suits your style. With over 100 styles, every color on the spectrum – 
from statement yellows to figure flattering ombre designs and geometric prints – and a sea of sizes, the 
options are endless. 
 

Coastal Layers 

Lands’ End Coastal Layers are all about getting to and from the beach—and everywhere in between—in 

style. Swim tees, dresses, pants, and leggings in new silhouettes and prints ensure that you’ll have 

endless ways to style your summer days. Keeping cool and having fun in the sun is easier too—Lands’ 

End Swim Tees are easy to pack, lightweight, and come equipped with UPF 50 sun protection. Going 

coastal has never looked better.  

 

Aqua Sport   

For hitting the beach, catching a wave, or diving into the deep end, the Aqua Sport collection is the 

perfect choice. For the active swimmer, it’s impossible to be bored in our updated board shorts. With 

great new prints to mix and match, an updated waistband for added comfort, and multiple length 

options for the perfect fit, comfort and style are uncompromised. This sporty, functional collection will 

perform in the water as well as you, thanks to functional fabrics, superior chlorine resistance, and UPF 

50 sun protection.  

 

Slender Suits®   

Lands’ End Slender Suits are designed to have you looking and feeling your very best. You’re in control 

with this collection of swimwear in flattering prints and silhouettes, thanks to targeted control fabric. 

Several neckline options—including new high neck, draped high neck, and flyaway square neck—are 

super flattering and built for every body. Florals, bold jewel tones, and other artful prints make for a 

stylish and elegant look that’s completely yours.  

 

Tugless Tank® 

We know a great suit when we see one. That’s why the Tugless Tank keeps its iconic silhouette this year, 

but with new prints and solids that are playful, fun, and flattering. Classic pieces have UPF 50 built in, 

and to expand on our evolving innovation, keep an eye out for Chlorine Resistant Tugless tank offerings, 

an online exclusive, in Black and Deep Sea colors.    

 

 

https://www.landsend.com/shop/swim/S-xec-xe0?cm_mmc=PublicRelations-_-EPK-_-NSD_2019-_-LE
https://www.landsend.com/shop/swim/S-xec-xe0?cm_mmc=PublicRelations-_-EPK-_-NSD_2019-_-LE


Cover-ups  

Standing out while covering up is simple, thanks to Lands’ End Cover-ups. Say hello to your new favorite 

pool accessory—sleeveless tunics featuring modern designs and prints that go with the flow. Or make a 

splash with a woven dolman kaftan cover-up. Rounding out our offerings are perfect knit half zips and 

woven ponchos that’ll keep you comfortable and stylish from sun up to sun down.  

 

Sunrise  

Just like no two days are ever the same, the classic style of the Sunrise collection offers an array of 

options to fit your life. Here comes the fun—in the form of five new prints and two new styles: halter 

bikini tops and bandeau one pieces. And of course, Sunrise one-piece suits, in a variety of styles mean 

you can truly suit yourself.   

 

Perfect Suit  

The Perfect Suit is the power suit you’ve been looking for, designed for ultimate confidence at the 

beach, the boardwalk, and beyond. With controlled lining on the inside and spandex in the fabric, you’ll 

always be in your best light. Prints and silhouettes with overall smoothing effects look right off the 

runway and ready for a sun day.  

 

For more information contact Meredith Ekstedt at 212.302.6100 or meredith.ekstedt@landsend.com. 
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